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ABSRACT
Positron-alkall atom scattering has recently been in-
vestigated both theoretically and experimentally in the
energy range from a few eV up to 100 eV. On the theo-
retical side calculations of the integrated elastic and exci-
tation crosssectionsas wellas totalcrosssectionsfor Li,
Na and K have been based upon eitherthe close-coupling
method or the modified Glauber approximation. These
theoreticalresultsare in good agreement with experi-
mental measurements of the totalcrosssectionforboth
Na and K. Resonance structureshave alsobeen found in
the L = 0, 1 and 2 partialwaves for positron scatter-
ing from the alkalis.The structureof theseresonances
appears to be quite complex and, as expected, they oc-
cur inconjunctionwith the atomic excitationthresholds.
Currently both theoreticaland experimental work isin
progresson e+-Rb scatteringin the same energy range.
INTRODUCTION
The study of positron-alkali scattering is of consider-
able interest since these atoms can be viewed as one-
electron atoms with fixed cores, and hence the over-
all system can be considered as an effective three-body
problem. The early theoretical work on e+-alkali atom
scattering was confined primarily to the simplest alkali,
namely Li. Low-energy elastic scattering of positrons
from Liin the energy range up to 7 eV was investigated
using the polarized-orbitalmethod by But and Stauffer;I
they determined the elastictotaland momentum trans-
fer crosssectionsas well as Zet_. This work was later
extended to Na by But.2
On the other hand Sarkar et a/a used the firstBorn
approximation (FBA), the polarized FBA as well as the
modified eikonal method to calculate the cross section for
e+-Li scattering for energies up to 500 eV. Borodonaro et
a/4 and Ferrante et M s used the classical JWKB method
to determine elastic cross sections for energies up to 7 eV
for all the alkalis from Li to Cs. Except for the polarized-
orbital method, all of the above methods are high-energy
techniques and hence are unlikely to produce reliable re-
sults in the low-energy regime, say from 0 up to 50 eV.
In the past few years experimental measurements of
the totalcrosssectionin the energy range from a few eV
tonearly 100 eV have become availablefore+ scattering
from K,6,_ Na s and Rb 9. Parallelto thisdevelopment
therehave been severalelaborateclose-couplingcalcula-
tions of the integratedelasticand excitationcrosssec-
tions for Li,I°-14 Na II-14 and K 12-15 as well as more
recentlyfor Rb. 16 The totalintegratedcrosssectionfor
e+ scattering from Li, Na and K has also been deter-
mined in a modified Glauber approximation xr'_s within
the model potential approach and repeated recently for
K in an improved modified Glauber approximation. 19
The overall agreement between theory and experiment
is quite gratifying.
Resonance structures have also been found in the L =
0, 1 and 2 partial waves in the vicinity of the atomic
excitation thresholds in Li, Na and K. 14,2°,21 The widths
of these resonances are quite narrow, varying between
0.2 and 130 meV. In addition some evidence has been
found forthe existenceof positron-alkalibound states.
Besides excitation,two more inelasticchannels need
tobe considered,namely ionizationand positronium for-
mutton. The totalionizationcrosssectionforc+-Li scat-
teringhas been found using both the FBA as wellas by
distorted-wavetechniques.22-_a
Positron-alkaliscatteringisalsointerestingboth ex-
perimentallyas wellas theoreticallysincethe rearrange-
ment channel (positronium formation) is always open.
This possibilityshould have a pronounced influenceon
the elasticand variousexcitationcrosssectionsat very
low energy. There have been severalcalculations24-2r
of the positronium formation crosssectionin the alka-
lisbased upon eitherthe FBA or variousforms of the
distorted-waveapproximation. However, only the two-
statecalculationfor Li of Guha and Ghosh,2s which in-
cluded polarizationpotentialsin both channels and the
distorted-waveapproach ofMazumdar and Ghosh, 29also
for Li, which determined the incident wavefunction via
a polarized-orbitalmethod are liableto prove reliablein
the low-energyregime.
This review willbe concerned solelywith the recent
theoreticaltreatments used to determine the integrated
elasticand differentialcross sections,the variousexci-
tationcross sectionsand the totalcrosssectionfor the
alkalis.A briefdiscussionof the resonance structures
willalsobe presented.Whenever possiblea directcom-
parison with experiment willbe made.
THEORY
The close-coupllng method
The alkaliatoms, to a good approximation, can be
consideredasone-electronsystems where the valenceelec-
tron moves outsidea fixedor frozencore,consistingof
the nucleusand the remaining electrons.Based upon this
assumption the alkaliscan bc treatedwithin the close-
coupling framework inan analogous manner to that for-
mulated by Percivaland Seaton3°for e--H scattering.
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If the quantum numbers of the valence electron are de-
noted by rhllmlmsl and those of the incident positron
by kl2m_ms_ then we can define the functions _,f ac-
cording to
#.,(,'¢o'¢,,'1o'. ,ho'2)
= ¢(,¢_c.,i_i)_,_,(_2)x_._(_2)(I)
where Y12-,2 (_2) and X,_. 2 (c,2) represent the angular mo-
mentum and spin functions of the positron and rc_ c
and rl_ q represent the space and spin coordinates of
the core and valenceelectronsrespectively.Here 7 col-
lectivelyrepresents the quantum numbers nl/_mlrasx
kl2m2rns_ and @ denotes the bound statewavefunction
ofthe atom. The latter,in turn,isrepresentedby a sin-
gleSlaterdeter_minantofthe individualelectronorbitals.
Sincespin-orbitcouplingisneglected,the totalorbital
and spinangular momentum quantum numbers LSMM s
willbe separatelyconserved during the collision.Conse-
quently,calculationsare simplifiedby using,insteadof
7. the alternative representation r -" n, kIII2LSMM s.
These two representations are related by the unitary
]
where u = nllxl 2
transformation
! ? t t ! l
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Ifwe now definethe so-calledchannel functions_r by
= _(71r)%(,¢_c."1(T1'_20"2)(3)
7
then the totalwavefunction ofthe system takesthe form
1Fr(r_) (4)
- _ 'I'r("¢% "1'_1,'%"D ,.
P
The functions Fr(r_) describe the radialmotion of the
incidentpositron.The close-couplingequations are now
obtained by projectingthe SchrSdinger equation for
onto _r; one thus obtains
It v
and
v¢(o = _z_ _2(2z + z)_0(-_,-z;_)
7,
nl
v(_',_")_= _ A(qh, q_, L)_('uq,'q_i; _)
A
_lll,r) = r -A-1 pnlll(_)pn_l;(_)_Adx..[-rA Pnlll(_)Pn[li(z)z-A-ldz
(_)
(7)
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In the above equations the P's are the radialatomic
orbitals.The summation in equation (6)isoverthe core T according to
orbita!sand the coefficientsfx,givenin equation (7),are
definedin Percivaland Seaton._°
If the v'th linearly independent solution for F_Ls(r ) is S = --
12t
now denoted by F_z.s(r) then the appropriatescattering affd
boundary conditionsare
IJ
F_LS(0 )= 0 (9)
and .........
cos(_.r- t_r ]+ R_.,LS T) (10)
L5Here the coefficients Rvv, are the corresponding elements
of the reactance matrix or R matrix which, in turn, is re-
lated to the scattering matrix S and the transition matrix
I+iR
_ iR (11)
T = S - I (12)
The total cross section for the excitation of an alkali
atom from thestate n_ i_ tO n_l_ is given (in unitsof 7rao_)
by
(2L + 1)(25' + 1) .vLS
O'(_il i nil1)
_ _ 4k_, (2l i + 1) '-""'
LS 121 _ (1_)
and the corresponding elasticdifferentialcrosssectionis
given by
do_ r t
(2s + 1) I
s 16k , + 1)P (cosO)
(14)
The modified Glauber approximation
While the conventionalGlauber amplitude was found
to work quitewell fore±-atom scatteringat intermedi-
ate energies31 itwas nonethelessshown 32 that itcould
be improved by correctingitssecond-ordereikonalterm
with the counterpartofthe second-Born approximation.
Thus, in the so-calledmodified Glauber approximation,
we have
fM_ = f_ --/_ + fB_ (15)
The totalcrosssectionisthen obtained by means ofthe
opticaltheorem,
4_9m
= /(o) (16)
where f(O) is the scattering amplitude in the forward
direction without change in energy.
J
In the case of a largeratom (such as Na or K) one
encountersseriousdifficulitiesinan eikonal-typeapprox-
imation,likethe modified Glauber approximation, inthe
evaluationofthe multiple-scatteringterms inthe scatter-
ing amplitude. These terms arisefrom the scatteringof
the incidentprojectileby the core electronsofthe target.
In order toovercome thisdifficultya model potentialap-
proach was developed by Glen33fore±-alkaliscattering•
Here the potentialwhich describesthe scatteringof the
incidentprojectileby the alkaliatom isexpressed as
v(,.,,.') = v.(,.,,.') +
where, in the case ofa positron
1 I
(17)
(18)
is the scattering potential of the projectile by the 'one-
electron' atom and Vc(r r) is the core potential of the tar-
get atom. Here r and 1.' represent the coordinates of the
valence electron and the incident positron respectively.
The corepotential,Vc,of the alkali+ ions isalsoused
togeneratethe bound-state valenceorbitalsofthe atoms.
In terms ofthe two-potentialformalism34 the scatter-
ing amplitude can be expressed as
1
f(8) = --_-"_(_! expik,..' [VA.') ] +)) - kxt(-) [ vA , I (19)
Here 6y is the final state atomic wavefunction and
• _+) is the solution of the full SchrSdinger equation of
the system consisting of the incident positron plus the al-
kali target.The functionsX!_ )are calleddistortedwaves
• • . Dpj,] .. .
and, In principal,are solutionsof the fullSchrodmger
equation with V0", T.')replacedby just Vc(r').The sub-
scripts(/,f) referto the initialand finalstatesof the
system and the superscripts(+) referto outgoing and
incoming wave boundary conditionsrespectively.
If the scatteringamplitude is now evaluated using
the Glauber technique then the first term above repre-
sents the Glauber amplitude of the core-potential scat-
tering and the second term represents the core-corrected
Glauber amplitude of the projectile scattering by the
'one-electron' atom.
RESULTS
Lithium
Several close-couplingcalculationsfor the elasticcross
sectionas well as variousexcitationcrosssectionshave
been performed for e+-Li scatteringby Khan et a/t°in
the energy range 2-10 cV, and extended by Sarkar et
I
/_11 to the energy range 15-100 eV. More recently Ward
et a/13 have reported similar calculations in the energy
range 0.5-50 eV. In each case the most elaborate calcu-
lation carried out by the above authors respectively was
based upon the inclusion of the 5 atomic states (2s-2p-
3s-3p-3d) in the eigenfunction expansion for the total
wavefunction. In the work of Khan et M and Sarkar et a/
the analytic Hartree-Fock wavefunctions of Weiss 35 were
used for the bound state orbitals whereas Ward et a/em-
ployed both frozen-core Hartree-Fock as well as model
potential wavefunctions. 36
On the other hand Glen is has given results for the
total cross section for e+-Li scattering based upon the
core-corrected modified Glauber approximation in the
energy range from 40 to 1000 eV. So far there are no
experimental measurements with which to compare.
In table 1 we present the 5-state close-coupling results
referred to above for the elastic, the resonance transi-
tion and the total cross section together with the total
cross section determined in the core-corrected nmdified
Glauber approximation. These results are also shown in
figure 1.
TABLE1. Elastic,resonantexcitationand total integrated cross sections (_ra_) for e+-Li
scattering in the energy range 0.5-100 eV.
Refs. 10, 11 Ref. 13
Energy (eV) 2s-2s 2s-2p Total 2s-2s 2s-2p Total
Ref. 18
Total
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
4.0 67.79 78.07 151.10
5.0 48.46 79.10 135.29
7.0 29.14 73.99 112.80
10.0 17.68 67.33 94.70
15.0 9.93 56.43 74.89
20.0 7.17 49.53 63.38
30.0 4.97 38.90 48.16
40.0 4.07 30.14 37.32
50.0 3.37 24.23 30.00
70.0
80.0 2.37 14.48 18.25
100.0 1.99 10.63 13.69
351.95 351.95
212.15 212.15
183.58 183.58
169.49 21.24 190.72
106.87 72.29 179.16
71.86 79.09 160.36
52.11 81.68 145.11
31.19 77.61 121.04
18.13 68.15 97.27
7.51 47.35 61.00
5.14 36.54 45.56
4.08 29.84 36.68
3.44 25.21 30.77
35.67
30.82
24.37
18.71
The close-coupling results of Sarkar et a/and Ward
et M are in satisfactory agreement; the slight differences
could be attributed to the use of different bound state
wavefunctions as well as the different numerical proce-
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dures used to determine the cross sections. On the other
hand, the differences between the cross sections of Khan
et M and Ward et aI are somewhat more than what might
be expected from these causes.
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FIGI 1' The 5-state ci0se-coupling elastic, resonance excitation and total cross section
and the modified Glauber total cross section for e+-Li scattering: (- - -), Khan et M 1°
and Sarkar et M;11 (__), Ward e* M;13 (__ _), Gien._+
The total cross sections of the core-corrected modi-
fied Glauber approximation are either comparable to or
lie above the close-coupling results with the difference
increasing with increasing energy. However, it should be
noted that the total cross sections in the close-coupling
procedure include neither excitations to bound levels with
principal quantum number n >_ 4 nor the ionization and
positronium formation channels.
In the close-coupling calculations of positron-alkali
collisions of Ward et a/t4'2° and Horbatsch et a/21 a
number of resonances in the L = 0, 1 and 2 channels
have been found in the vicinity of the atomic excita-
tion thresholds. The appearance of such resonances near
thresholds is well established in electron scattering from
atoms and in particular from the alkalis. 3r'3s In positron-
atom scattering, resonance structures have been calcu-
lated in detail only for the e+-H system. 39 However, hy-
drogen is quite different from the alkalis in many ways.
In particular, its energy levels are degenerate and a large
contribution to its dipole polarizability can be attributed
to the continuum P states. In the alkalis, whose polar-
izabilities are very large, over 98% of the dipole polar-
izability comes from just the resonant excitation transi-
tion. Also significant is the fact that in the alkalis the
Ps formation channel is open at zero energy.
In the work of Ward et a/14 the R matrices obtained
I
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° t,,-I
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from 4-state (2s-2p-3s-3p) and 5-state close-coupling
approximations were diagonalized and the eigenphase
sum was computed according to
i i
(2o)
where the Xi are the eigenvalues of the respective R ma-
trices. The resonances for which the eigenphase sum
underwent a change of _ tad were analyzed in terms of
the single-resonance Breit-Wigner formula
1
_,L(E) -- _(B)CE)-4- tan-' _FBw (21)
EBw - E
i
by means of a method described by Nesbet. 3_ In figure 2
we show the eigenphase sum for L = 0 from both 4- and
5-state close-coupling calculations based upon model po-
tential wavefunctions. We first note that the 4-state cal-
culation yields different results in the vicinity of the 2p
threshold (1.844 eV). Thus the presence of the 3d or-
bital, as a closed channel, in the eigenfunction expansion
plays a key role in developing the discontinuity present
in the 4-state calculation into the usual resonance shape.
Nonetheless, the eigenphase sum changes by only 2 tad
at E_¢, = 1.86 eV with a full width I" = 35 meV.
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FIG. 2. The eigenphase sum for /5 = 0, e+-Li scattering in a 5-state (--), and 4-state
(- - -) close-coupling approximation. The dashes indicate the positions of the excitation
thresholds in the model potential approximation at 1.844, 3.367, 3.829 and 3.874 eV.
As can also be seen from the figure there is a 5-state
resonance below the 3s excitation thresold (3.367 eV)
which is not present in the 4-state results. The resonance
parameters here are E_ = 3.01 eV and F = 40 meV. A
5
narrow resonance, Ere a : 3.365 eV, r = 1 meV oc-
curs immediately below the 3s excitation threshold; it
is present in both the 4- and 5-state eigenfunction ex-
pansions. The 5-statecalculationalsodisplaysa further
narrow resonance just below the 3p excitationthresold
(3.829eV) which ismissingin the 4-stateresults.Ward
eta]14'2°have shown that thisgeneraltype behaviour in
the L - 0 channel persistsin the L = I,and 2 channels
as well,not only for Li but alsofor Na and K.
At zero energy Ward et a]14'3°point out that the s-
wave (L = 0) phase shiftsforLi,Na and K startatleast
at 7rrad sincethey begin with negative slopes(positive
scatteringlengths)and the polarizationpotential,which
dominates at zero energy,isattractive.This impliesthe
possibleexistenceof at leastone bound statein these
e+-alkalisystems.
However, Ps formation ispossibleat zero energy and
hence the shape, positionancleven the exlstenccof res-
onances could be radicallyalteredwhen thischannel is
properly taken into account in a calcualtion.The situa-
tionwith respectto the existenceofbound statesin the
e+-alkalisystems could alsobe altered.
Sodium
On the theoretical side the situation for e+-Na scat-
tering is somewhat the same as for lithium. Sarkar e$
a/11 have carried out cl0se-coupling calculations of the
elastic cross section as well as various excitation cross
sections in the energy range 4-100 eV. Similar calcula-
tions have also been reported by Ward et a/13 in the
energy range 0.5-50 eV. The most elaborate calculation
by Sarkar et a] was based upon the inclusion of 4 atomic
states (3s-3p-3d-4p) in the eigenfunction expansion for
the total wavefunction. On the other hand, the most ac-
curate results of Ward et a/were based upon the 5-state
expansion (3s-3p-3d-4s--4p). In the work of Sarkar et al
the analytic Hartree-Fock wavefunction of Clementi and
Roetti 4° was used for the ground state and the wavefunc-
tions of Kundu et a/41 and Kundu and Mukherjee 42 for
the excited p- and d-states respectively. The frozen-core
wavefunctions of Ward et a/were determined from the
model potential of Peach. _° Ward et a] also performed a
4-state calculation but based upon the atomic states (3s-
3p-3d-4s) and hence a direct comparison of their results
with those of Sarkar et a/is not possible. Nonetheless,
the overall agreement between these two sets of close-
coupling results is satisfactory.
Glen TM has also given results for the total cross section
for e+-Na scattering based upon the core-corrected mod-
ified Glauber approximation in the energy range from 40
to 1000 eV. In table 2 we present the 4-state (Sarkar et
a] 11) and 5-state (Ward et a/13) close-coupling values for
the elastic, the resonance transition and the total cross
section as well as the total cross section determined by
Gien TM in the core-corrected Glauber approximation.
TABLE 2. Elastic, resonant excitation and total integrated cross sections (lra_) for e+-Na
scattering in the energy range 0.5-100 eV.
Ref. 11 Ref. 13 Ref. 18
Energy (eV) 3s-3s 3s-3p Total 3s-3s 3s-3p Total Total
0.5 341.24 341.24
1.0 205.18 205.18
1.5 175.53 175.53
2.0 189.47 189.47
2.5 130.92 48.23 179.15
3.0 110.22 66.11 176.33
3.5 87.52 67.47 165.75
4.0 71.48 66.87 144.19 73.96 69.25 159.21
5.0 54.24 72.37 I37.78 54.13 69.99 144.71
7.0 33.04 65.91 121.57
7.5 30.54 72.80 120.87
10.0 19.78 65.82 102.54 19.84 59.21 98.81
15.0 11.82 54.56 74.89
20.0 8.84 46.46 65.04 8.98 44.61 63.78
30.0 6.56 38.67 51.13 6.49 35.83 48.50
40.0 5.41 33.56 43.04 5.35 29.93 39.59
50.0 4.74 26.52 34.30 4.67 25.67 33.61
70.0
80.0 3.53 14.25 19.31
100.0 3.04 11.04 15.30
29.62
26.41
21.68
17.18
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However,it shouldbenotedthat, in contrast to Li,
where only the elastic, and resonance transition cross
sections are of significant magnitude, the other excita-
tion cross sections in Na (i.e. 3s-3d, 3s-4s and 3s-4p) do
contribute appreciably to the totM cross section. When
compared with the corresponding close-coupling values
for the total cross section the core-corrected modified
Glauber results appear to be too low at energies below
100 eV.
For Na there are the experimental data of Kwan et
Ms for the total cross section with which to compare.
However, since experimentally it is not possible to dis-
criminate against positrons scattered elastically through
small angles about the forward direction, a knowledge
of the elastic differential cross section enables one to es-
timate how much flux has been lost by means of this
I
effect. Thus Ward et 0213 calculated an effective elastic
cross section defined as
(22)
where 0o is the lower limit of the experimental angular
discrimination. An estimate of this quantity has been
made in the experimental measurements of Kwan et Ms
for several values of the energy of the incident positron.
When this effective elastic cross section is added to the
various excitation cross sections an effective total cross
section is obtained which can, more meaningfully, be
compared with the experimental data. In figure 3 we il-
lustrate the various theoretical results referred to above
for the total cross section for e+-Na scattering together
with the experimental data.
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FIG. 3. The total cross section for e+-Na scattering: (- - -), 4-state close-coupling
approximation (CCA), Sarkar et M; zx (--), 5-state CCA, Ward et a/; 13 I, effective 5-
state CCA, Ward et ad;13 (- - -), core-corrected modified Glauber approximation, Glen; is
13, experimental data, Kwan et M. s
The overall agreement between the effective total cross
section of Ward et M 13 and experiment is quite satisfac-
tory over the entire energy range below 50 eV. It should
be noted that below 20 eV it becomes very important to
make allowance for the fact that experimentally there is
a serious loss of flux from positrons elastically scattered
through small angles. However, the effective cross sec-
tion is highly sensitive at low energies to the particular
value used in equation (22) for the cut-off angle 00. The
00
value of 8o increases rapidly as the energy decreases and
hence the apparent structure in the effective cross section
may be artificai.
Above 20 eV the total cross sections of Sarkar et d 11
are also in quite satisfactory agreement with experiment.
On the other hand the total cross section deternfined in
the core-corrected modified Glauber approximation by
Glen is appears to be slightly too low in this energy re-
gion.
Potassium
In the case of e+-K scattering several close-coupling
calculationsof the elasticrosssectionas wellas various
excitationcrosssectionshave been reported by Ward et
ed.12-15The most elaborateoftheseisa 5-state(4s-4p-
5s-3d-5p) calculation,which employed model potential
wavefunctions,asin the energy range 0.5 to 50 eV.
Once again Gien Is has reported resultsfor the total
crosssectionfor e+-K scatteringbased upon the core-
correctedmodified Glauber approximation inthe energy
range from 40 to 1000 eV. However, more recentlyGien19
has repeated these calculationsin an improved Glauber
J
approximation in the energy range from II to 102.5eV.
In his originalwork Is only the contributionfrom the
4s intermediatestateto the second Born term for one-
electronatom scatteringwas evaluatcd exactly;i.e.the
remaining contributionswere determined via closure.In
his inost recent work 19 the contributionsfrom the 4p
and 5s as well as the 4s intermediatestateshave been
evaluated exactly.
In table3 we presentthe 5-stateclose-coupllngvalues
of Ward et allafor the elastic,the resonance transition
and the totalcrosssectiontogether with the totalcross
sectionsasdetermined by GlenIs'19inthe core-corrected
modified Glauber approximation.
TABLE 3. Elastic, resonant excitation and total integrated cross sections (Tra_)
for e+-K scattering in the energy range 0.5-102.5 eV.
Ref. 13 Refs. 18, 19 Ref. 19
Energy (eV) 4s-4s 4s-4p Total Total Total
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
5.0
7.0
I0.0
II.0
20.0
21.1
30.0
31.2
40.0
41.4
50.0
70.0
76.8
I00.0
102.5
666.57 666.57
510.78 510.78
486.71 486.71
322.75 79.60 402.35
239,39 126.40 365.79
184.65 125.42 329.17
145.34 119.65 298.29
117.83 112.33 273.44
82.56 100.14 235.97
48.96 87.57 189.72
29.66 80.09 151.56
14.27 64.65 97.60
10.66 52.79 74.37
9.01 44.11 60.44
8.02 37.67 51.33
38.07 105.85
48.85 84.96
46.15 70.75
42.04 61.28
41.38 59.99
37.49 52.92
30.37
28.52 38.61
23.61
23.19 30.76
We firstnote that,similarto Na, the other excitation
crosssectionsin K (i.e.4s-5s,4s-3d and 4s-5p) make an
appreciablecontributionto the totalcrosssection.Sec-
ondly we see that,when the contributionto the second
Born term isevaluatedmore precisely,the core-corrected
modified Glauber approximation agrees with the close-
I m
for the total cross section with which to compare. In or-
der to obtain satisfactory agreement with exper]menfa_
low energies Ward et a/la again found it necessary to cal-
culate, using equation (22), an effective elastic, and hence
total cross section. In figur e 4 we illustrate the above
theoretical results for the total cross for e+-K scattering
coupling results down to 30 eV. togethe r With the exper_rnental datal
For K there aretheexperimental data of Stein et M6;r
5_ :
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FIG. 4. The totalcrosssectionfore+-K scattering:(--), 5-stateclose-couplingapprox-
imation (CCA), Ward et a/; 13 6, effective 5-state CCA, Ward et a/; 13 (- --), cote-corrected
modified Glauber approximation, Glen; 19 o, experimental data, Stein et al. s'v
Once again the overall agreement between the effec-
tive total cross section of Ward et a/i3 and experiment
is quite satisfactory over the entire energy range below
50 eV. The improved modified Glauber approximation
is similarly in quite satisfactory agreement with experi-
ment down to about 30 eV. It is worth noting that the
K crosssectionsare,however, much largerinmagnitude
than the corresponding ones for Na. This isa reflection
of the largervalue of the staticdipole polarizabilityof
K, namely 293 + 6 a_ versus 159 -t-3 a_ forNa.43
Rubidium
Quite recentlywork has begun on the corresponding
5-state close-coupling calculation (5s-5p--4d-6s-6p) for
e+-Rb scattering, is In this case the bound-state wave-
functions of Rb were determined variationally by means
of a polarized frozen-core I-Iartree-Fock technique which
has previously proved to be quite successful in atomic
structure calculations on Na. 44'4_ This calculation is the
only theoretical research which has been reported so far
for this system.
In table 4 we present the results of this calculation for
the elastic,resonance excitationand totalcross section
as wellas the effectivetotalcrosssection,as determined
with the aid of equation (22),fore+-Rb scattering.
TABLE 4. Elastic,resonant excitationand totalintegrated cross
sections(_ra_)fore+-Rb scatteringin the energy range 3.7-28 eV.
Ref. 16
elf
Energy (eV) 5s-5s 5s-5p C,tot otot
3.7 124.23 92.20 289.66 209.28
5.8 62.76 76.18 219.07 170.83
7.8 42.16 77.68 185.58 151.47
17.8 17.64 73.12 114.98 102.69
28.0 12.79 60.27 86.12 80.31
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Onceagainweobservethat the other excitation cross
sections in Rb (i.e. 5s-4d, 5s-fs and 5s-6p) make a sig-
nificant contribution to the total cross section. We also
note that at 3.7 eV nearly 2/3 of the elastic scatter-
ing flux will not be detected experimentally and that
this fraction increases to 4/5 at 7.8 eV. Nonetheless, the
effective total cross section as predicted by this 5-state
close-coupling approximation is monotonically increasing
as the energy of the incident positron decreases. This be-
J
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haviour is in contrast to the experimental data of Stein
et al9 which has a maximum in the low energy regime.
In figure 5 we present the corresponding elastic differen-
tial cross section at several energies. These cross sections
are, as expected, highly peaked in the forward direction
and possess a minimum between 35 and 40 ° which is
then followed by one or more secondary maxima. This
overall behaviour pattern of the differential cross section
is typical of all the alkalis studied so far, 13'14'2s'29
0 50 100 150
O (deg)
FIG. 5. The elasticdifferentialcross sectionfor c+-Rb scatteringin a 5-statedose-
coupling approximation: (---),3.7 eV; (- - -), 5.8 eV; (--), 7.8 eV.
CONCLUSIONS
The effective total cross sections, as determined in a
5-stateclose-couplingprocedure,are inquitesatisfactory
agreement with the experimentaldata forNa and K; the
exception to thisis Rb. When the second Born term
in the core-correctedmodified Glauber approximation is
evaluated accuratelythisapproach will alsoyieldtotal
crosssectionsin agreement with experiment down to rel-
ativelylow energies. For the alkalis, Li, Na and K, the
the close-coupling approximation predicts an extensive
series of resonance structures associated with the atomic
excitation thresholds and holds forth the possibility of
true bound states in these e÷-alklai systems. The same
situation will no doubt be true for the remaining alkalis.
However, the most important theoretical problem re-
maining in low-energy e+-alkali scattering is the accu-
rate inclusion of the positronium formation channel; ion-
ization is, of course, also important. The incorporation
of these two channels into, say, a dose-coupling calcula-
tion, could have a major effect upon the resulting cross
sections at lower energies and could seriously influence
the various resonance structures as well as alter the sit-
uation with respect to the existence of bound states in
the e+-alkali systems
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